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0. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A recent paper by Parry [ll] begins: 
For some time now, in fact probably since Selberg’s paper [16], 
there has been a growing awareness of affinities between the 
distribution problems of number theory and those of dynamical 
systems. 
Indeed, Margulis [lo] announced that for the geodesic flow on a d-dimen- 
sional compact manifold of curvature - 1 the number of periodic orbits 7 
with (minimal) period r(1) I x is asymptotic to ecd-‘jx/(d - 1)x. This 
result bears a striking resemblance to the prime number theorem. Parry and 
Pollicott [12], following earlier work by Bowen [2, 41, generalized Margulis’ 
theorem to weakly mixing Axiom A flows, proving that # { 7: r(1) I x} - 
eh*/hx, where h is the topological entropy of the flow. Sarnak [15] has 
related results for the horocycle flow. Bowen [3] and Parry [ll] proved 
analogues of the Dirichlet density theorem for mixing Axiom A flows, e.g., 
if 7(G) represents the integral of the continuous function G over one period 
of 7, then Z roj s ,7(G)/~(l) - (eh”/hx)lG dji, where ji is the invariant 
probability measure of maximum entropy. 
This paper pursues an altogether different analogy, this between the 
distribution problems for periodic orbits of Axiom A and symbolic flows 
and those of classical probability theory. This analogy leads to theorems 
which apparently have no counterparts in number theory. Moreover, it 
leads to techniques quite different from those commonly used in studying 
periodic orbits: in particular, there is no use of zeta functions or any of the 
attendant Tauberian theorems. We do not believe that the main results of 
this paper can be obtained by analyzing zeta functions. These results do, 
however, make use of the groundwork done by Bowen in [4], which reduces 
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the study of Axiom A flows to the study of (hyperbolic) symbolic Jlows 
(called suspensions in [ll] and [12]). 
The main result is an analogue of the local limit theorem for large 
deviations in classical probability. Let G,, G,, . . . , Gd be real-@ued con- 
tinuous functions; for xi, x2,. . . , xd E 6% let -v(x) = sup{ H(F): ji in- 
variant; /Gi djI = xi, i = 1,2,. . . , d }, where H denotes entropy. 
THEOREM I. Under certain conditions 
#{~:O1~(1)-aaI;OI~(G~)-ax~I6,i=1,...,d} 
- e-of(x)a-(d+2)/2(2~)-d’2(detV ‘y(x))C(x, 8) (0.1) 
as a * 00. This holak uniformly in x locally. 
The entropy -u(x) plays the same role as the Kullback-Leibler informa- 
tion function for analogous results in probability; Vet may be inter- 
preted as a Fisher information matrix. 
It is obvious that some hypotheses on x and G,, . . . , Gd are needed. If, 
for example, G, = G, = * . . = Gd = 1, then (0.1) is false; if xi, . . . , xd are 
sufficiently large or small then 0 I ~(1) - a I S may be incompatible with 
0 I r(Gi) - ax, I 6, since G,, . . . , Gd are bounded. 
Setting d = 0 in (0.1) leads to the “prime number theorem” for periodic 
orbits of [lo] and [12]. 
The next result is an analogue of the weak law of large numbers. It 
improves the equidistribution theorems of [3] and [ll]. 
THEOREM II. Under certain conditions, if you choose 7 at random from 






as a + 00, for every E > 0 and every continuous function G, where tYi, is the 
invariant probability measure maximizing entropy subject to the constraints 
/Gi djIi, = xi, i = 1,. . . , d. 
Setting d = 0, one sees that almost every periodic orbit is nearly uni- 
formly distributed according to the maximum entropy measure. 
There is also a central limit theorem. 
THEOREM III. Under certain conditions, if you choose r at random from 
{I: 0 I ~(1) - a 5 8; 0 5 7(G1) - ax, s 6, i = 1,2,. . . , d } then for some 
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asa+ co, forallyE9. 
Theorems I-III are stated more precisely for symbolic flows in Section 6, 
and for Axiom A flows in Section 9. The important counting arguments are 
in Sections 7 and 8: these rely on certain facets of the “thermodynamic 
formalism” developed by Ruelle [14] (cf. also [15]). A brief resume of 
“thermodynamic” results is given in Sections 1-3, and properties of the 
thermodynamic functions are presented in Sections 4, 5. Nearly the entire 
paper is concerned with the study of symbolic flows: the results for Axiom 
A flows follow directly from the corresponding results for symbolic flows, in 
view of the construction in [4]. 
Theorems II, III are familiar in the context of a much simpler dynamical 
system than an Axiom A flow, to wit, the shift u on the space of sequences 
nr{ 0, l}. “Periodic orbits” for this system come from sequences [ satisfy- 
ing a”< = 5 for some n. The number of periodic orbits with minimal period 
n is n-l&,&n/ d ) 2“, where p is the Moebius function; this is obviously 
asymptotic to n -‘2” for large n. For an orbit of period n chosen at random 
the fraction of l’s is near $ with high probability, by the law of large 
numbers, and the probability that the fraction of l’s is greater than 
+ + i~n-‘/~ is about lyme-r’/2 dt/(2a)‘i2, by the Central Limit Theorem. 
Thus, for this system some features of the distribution theory for periodic 
orbits exactly coincide with the classical limit laws for Bernoulli sequences. 
1. PRELIMINARIES: SHIFTS AND SYMBOLIC FLOWS 
Forward Shift 
Let A be an irreducible, aperiodic, 1 x 1 matrix of zeros and ones (I > l), 
and let 
The spaces Z,, Z: are compact and metrizable in the product topology. 
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(I: x,-+2, and u: 2: --a,+ 
by (4, = L+l for all n E %” (n E JV). Observe that (I: 2, + 2, is a 
homeomorphism, whereas u: Zi -+ ui, although continuous and sutjec- 
tive, is not generally l-to-l. 
Hiilder Continuity 
Let C(Z,), C(Z,“) denote the spaces of continuous, complex-valued 
functions on Z,, 21. Define 
var,df> = SUP{ I.&9 -f(3) I: 5, = Sj,Wl 5 n}, fE w.4)~ 
v=,(f) = suP(lf(5) -f(S)11 Sj=SjYvo Sj 2 n}, fE cwl). 
ForO<p<l,let 
Ifl, = ;v$argf)/p2n+1T f’ w4L 
Ifl p = ;y/arnf)/Py fE C(W~ 
3 = {f” au: VI, < do}, 
9; = {fe c(q): IfI, < co}. 
Elements of PP, FP+ are referred to as Holder continuous functions. The 
spaces FP, SP+ are Banach algebras when endowed with the norm(s) 
)I . JJP = ) . 1, + )I . JJm. Note that 3’ is naturally embedded in 4”,. 
Symbolic Flow 
For f E SP a strictly positive function, define the suspension space 
Zi = ((<,t): 5 E 2, and0 I t <f(E)}, 
with (5, f(E)) and (u&O) identified for all 6 E Z,. The symbolic flow under 
f (sometimes called the f-suspension), written u,f, is defined by 
q%? 4 = (5, s + t), Ocs+t~f(E’): 
note that when s + t = f ([), the point a,/(.$, s) = (5, f (5)) = (a& 0), so uf 
is well defined for all t E 9. Moreover, ufi Z/, + Zf is a homeomorphism 
for every t E 9. 
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Homology 
Two functions f, g E C(Z,) (or C(Z$)) are said to be homologous, 
written f z g, if there exists h E C(Z,) (or h E C(Z,‘)) such that 
f-g=hoa-h. 0.1) 
Homology is clearly an equivalence relation. 
For f E C(Z,) (or C(Zi)) and n 2 0, define 
n-l 
S,f= c fd, n 2 1, 
i=O 
S,f = 0. 0.2) 
Observe that if (l.l), then S,f - S,g = h 0 u” - h; and if a”< = t, then 
S,lf(O = S&(0 
LEMMA A. If f E .9$ then f z f * for some f * E 3~ 
For the proof, see [5, Lemma 1.61. 
d-Homology 
Let 9 be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup on C(Z$) induced 
by the symbolic flow a/. Thus F E .9(g) iff for every (5, t) E Zi, 
exists, and 9F E C(Xi). Two functions G,, G, E C(X{) are said to be 
uf-homologous, written G, z G,, if there exists F E g(9) such that 
G, - G, = 9F. (1.3) 
Observe that u/-homology is an equivalence relation; also, if (1.3) holds 
then 
I ( ’ G, - Gd ~u,/ds = Fv$- F. s=o 
In particular, if G, E G2 then G, - G, integrates to zero over any periodic 
orbit of a/. 
LEMMA B. Let G,, G, E C(Zi), andlet g,(E) = Jl(l)Gi([, t) dr, i = 1,2. 
Then g, = g, $-G, z G,. 
The proof is easy, and therefore omitted. 
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Notational Conventions 
Elements of @+’ (or Wgd+‘) will be denoted by boldface letters x, z, 8, 
etc. Functions on Z, (or 2,‘) will always be denoted by lower case letters 
f, g, h, cp, #, etc.; functions on Z$ will be denoted by upper case letters F, 
G, @, etc. For functions f,, fi, . . . , fd on Z, (or Z,‘) f = (fo, fi, . . . , fd) 
will denote the corresponding vector-valued function; for functions 
Gd on Xi, G = (G,, G,, . . . , Gd). The inner product on Vd or Vdil 
z’&k;;dted by (xlz). If B is a Hermitian matrix, then (xlBjz) = (xlBz). 
The set of bounded, Bore1 measurable, real-valued functions on Z{ will 
be denoted by B(Z{). Measures on Z$ will be denoted by ,ii, V, etc., 
whereas measures on Z,, Z: will be denoted by ~1, Y, etc. 
2. RUELLE’S PERRON-FROBENIUS OPERATORS 
For f, g E C(Z,‘) define 9,g E C(Z,‘) by 
s,g(E) = C efcs)g(S). 
5: a{=[ 
For each f E Sp’, the operator 9,: q + TpT is a continuous linear 
operator; if f is real-valued, then 9, is a posmve operator. Observe that 
for any f, g, ‘p E C(Z,‘) and any n E N, 
THEOREM A (Ruelle). For each real-valued f E SP+ there exists a real 
number A, E (0, 00) which is a simple eigenvalue of _Yf: SP+ + 3$‘, with 
strictly positive eigenfunction h,. Moreover, spectrum (L?,)\ { A,} is con- 
tained in a disc of radius strictly less than A,. 
Proof may be found in [5, 13, 141. Bowen and Ruelle also prove 
THEOREM B. For each real-valued f E 9;’ there is a positive Bore1 
measure v, on Z: such that Y,*v, = X,v,, and such that for all g E C(Z,‘), 
(2.1) 
THEOREM C (Pollicott). Suppose f = u + iv, where u, v E 4”;;” are real- 
valued. 
(a) If for some constant a E [ - 8, a] the function (v - a)/2?r is ho- 
mologous to an integer-valued function, then eiaX,, is a simple eigenvalue of 
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A$, and the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc of radius strictly less 
than A,. 
(b) Otherwise, the entire spectrum of Pf is contained in a disc of radius 
strictly less than A,. 
The proof is given in [13]. 
Standard arguments in regular perturbation theory show that X,,, h,, vf 
are “analytic” in f, and that the convergence in (2.1) is locally umform in 
f, g. These arguments are carried out in Appendix 1. Assume that for all 
real-valued f E 3$+ 
1 = po 
= J 2:: h, dvo 
= 
J z;h/ dVf * 
This normalization will be used implicitly in the perturbation arguments of 
Appendix 1. 
Observe that if f - g = cp - cp 0 u, then 
T,\t = e-YZg(ev$), 
h, = eC+hg, 
dvr = eq dvg, 
A, = A,. 
3. GIBBS STATES, PRESSURE, AND THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
For each real-valued f E Fp’ the measure CL/ defined by dpf/dvf = 3, is 
a u-invariant probability measure on 2; which, because of the a-invari- 
ance, extends to a u-invariant probability measure on Z,, also denoted by 
p,. If f, g E S$+ then CL/ = pLs iff f - g I constant (cf. [5, Theorem 1.281); 
otherwise p, I pLg (because p,, pp are ergodic). The measure CL, is called the 
Gibbs measure for f. 
If f E .9$, then by Lemma A there exists f * E .!Z$$,Z such that f z f *. 
For any real-valued f E S$ define 
iJ/= P/*9 (3.1) 
P(f) = P(f *) = logA/*. (3.2) 
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These are valid definitions because if f I fi* and f 2 f2* as functions in 
C(Z,), then fi* = fi* as functions in C(Z,‘), whence CL/,, = pf2’ and 
x,y = A,,. 
Let 9 denote the set of u-invariant probability measures on Z,, and for 
p E .Y let H(p) be the entropy of the dynamical system (Z,, u, p). 
THEOREM D (Gibbs Variational Principle). For any real-ualued f E SP 
and any p E S, 
f’(f) - H(P) 2 j-f+. (3.3) 
Equality holds ifl p = p/. 
See [5, Proposition 1.21 and Theorem 1.221. 
THEOREM E. The pressure functional is convex, i.e., if f, g E gP are 
real-valued and 0 < a < 1 then 
P(af + (1 - a)g) I d(f) + (1 - a)P(g). 
Equality holds iflf - g is homologous to a constant. 
This follows directly from Theorem D (recall that p, = pg iff f - g z 
constant). 
4. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE SHIFT 
Let fO, fit.. . , fd E 3$ be real-valued, and let f = ( fO, fi, . . . , fd). For 
z = (z,, .zlr . . . , zd) E 5%“+‘, define 
P(z) = P‘(Z) = Wlf)). (4.1) 
In Appendix 1 we will show that p(z) is a real analytic function. 
HYPOTHESIS A. If I&,ajf, is homologous to a constant for some 
a,, a,, . . *, ad E W, then a, = a, = - - - = ad = 0. 
Under Hypothesis A, /3(z) enjoys the following properties: 
(a) f, > 0 3 /I(z) is strictly increasing in zi; 
(b) /3(z) is strictly conuex on ad+‘; 
(c) v ‘/3(z) is strictly positive definite, Vz E 9Td+l; 
(d) VP: ad+’ + range (v/3) is a diffeomorphism; 
(e) VP(Z) = jf dpcZlrj,Vz E Bd+‘. 
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Property (a) is apparent from the variational principle; property (b) follows 
immediately from Hypothesis A and Theorem E; and property (d) follows 
from (c). Properties (c) and (e) are known (cf. [14, Chap. 5, Ex. 51). Proofs 
may be found in [9]. 
The Legendre transform y = yr of the convex function /3, is defined by 
The function y(x) is convex on %’ d. For x E B = vp(sd”), the supre- 
mum is uniquely attained at the value of z for which V/~(Z) = x, since 
(xlz) - /3(z) is a strictly concave function of 2. The inverse function 
theorem now implies that y(x) is smooth on 9 and differential calculus 
therefore applies. Thus, 
(f) vy OV/~ = identity on ad+‘; 
(g) v/3 ovy = identity on .9? = v&91d”); 
(h) v/?(z) = x * vu(x) = z * v’y(x) = (v~&z))-~; 
6) VP(x) = x * Y(X) + B(z) = (xix); 
(.i) VP(z) + x * Y(X) + B(z) > W>; 
09 v/W = x * Y(X) = --W/J& < 0. 
Property (k) follows from (e) and (i), together with Theorem D. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to describe the region 8. However, it should 
be noted that by (e) 
Define .@* = {x E ad+‘: x = jf dp, some p E 3 } where Y is the set of 
u-invariant probability measures on 2,. Since 9 is convex and closed in 
the weak-* topology, g* is closed and convex in gd+‘: in fact, it can be 
shown (using Theorem E) that LI?* is the closed convex hull of 8. Define 





Then ~1 is concave on g* (since H(p) is concave on Y), and by (k) 
a(x) = -Y(X), x E .s%. 
Fix x E Sd, and consider the function t + ta(x/t), defined for all 
t E 3’+ such that x/t E 9 *. This set of t is an interval, since a* is 
convex. It is easily shown that tcu(x/t) is concave in t (if F(t) is concave, 
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then tF( a/t) is concave Vu E W). Moreover, if x/t E 9?‘, then 
wdwtY(x/t)) = P(vYb/t))9 (4.3) 
(dZ/dP)( - ty(x/t)) = - t-3(xIv2y(x/t)lx) < 0. (4.4) 
If there is a t > 0 such that P(vy(x/t)) = 0, then this t is unique, and will 
be denoted by t,. 
Observe that if t, exists at some x = x*, then t, exists and is smooth for 
x in a neighborhood of x*. For if P(vy(x*/t,,)) = 0 then by (4.3), (4.4) 
ta(x*/t) has a local maximum at t = t:, and hence by the smoothness in 
(x, t) of &(x/t), there must be a local maximum t, of t + ta(x/t) for all x 
near x*. 
5. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE FLOW 
Consider the symbolic flow (Ef, af), where f E FP is strictly positive. 
For G, Gi E B(Z<), let 
s(5) = f”‘G(E, t) dt, 
g,(t) = &“‘)Gi(s, t) dt. 
(5.1) 
Let 9$(X{) be the set of G E B(Zf) such that g E FP, where g is defined 
by (5.1). 
For G E gP(Zf,) real-valued, define the pressure P,(G) to be the unique 
real number such that 
P(g - P/@)f) = 0, (5 .a 
where P is defined by (3.2). Such a real number always exists, because 
P(g - zj) + -ce as z + cc and P(g - zf> + co as z + -00, since 
f>O. 
Let 9, be the set of a,-invariant probability measures on 2$. There is a 
l-to-l correspondence between 3 and 9,;, given by p * ji iff 
J m,, Gdii = (5.3) 
where g, G satisfy (5.1). Moreover, if H(jI, af) is the entropy of the flow 
(25, a’, ,E) for p E 4;, then 
f6 of> = %)l jfdp (5 -4) 
(cf. [l], also [7]). 
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THEOREM F. For any real-uulued G E Fp(2f) and F E S,, 
P,(G) - II@, d) 2 /Gdp. 
Equality hoI& # ji = ,iio, where jio is dejined by 
(5.5) 
/G14L- = g, dp 
J I 
/f& VG, E B(%), (5 -6) 
p = psFP,(ojf being the Gibbs measure for the function g - P,(G)f, and 
g,, G, satisfy (5.1). 
The proof of Theorem F will be given at the end of the section. The 
measure pG will be referred to as the Gibbs measure for G. 
Note that in the special case G = 0, pG = F,, is the unique invariant 
measure which maximizes entropy for the flow, and H(j&-,, a’) equals the 
topological entropy H *(a’) of the flow. Consequently, by (5.2) 
P( -H*(af)f) = 0. (5.7) 
Next, let G,, G,, . . . , G, E S$(Xf) be real-valued, let G = 
(G,, G,, . . . , Gd), and let g,, g,, . . . , g, E 5 be related to G,, . . . , Gd as in 
(5.1). Define the thermodynamic functions 
i+) = &(z) = P,((zlG)), ZE9Td, (5.8) 
y(x) = y,(x) = sup ((xlz) - F(Z)), x E gd. (5 9 
ZC@ 
HYPOTHESIS A. If a,, a*, . . . , ad E 9 are constants such that CfClaiGi 
E constant, then a, = a2 = * * * = ad = 0. 
By Lemma B, G satisfies Hypof_he@ x iff (f, g,, g,, . . . , gd) satisfies 
Hypothesis A. Under Hypothesis A, & has the following properties: 
(Z) Gi > 0 + & is strictly increasing in zi; 
(6) p(z) is strictly conuex on gd; 
(E) v ‘j?(z) is strictly positive definite; 
(d) VP 9Zd --) range (0s) is a difleomorphism; 
(e) v&z) = jGdji(,,.), Vz E gd. 
Property (a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem F. Properties (b) 
and (d) follow immediatly from (E). Property (C) follows from Lemma 1 
below. 
Let P = Pcf,gj be the pressure function for (f, g,, . . . , gd). Then a and j? 
are related by 
P( -B(zLz) = 0, vz E 9Pd. (5.10) 
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Proof of (e). Taking the partial derivative with respect to zi, i = 
1,2,. . . ) d, in (5.10) gives 
a;p ( - B(z) > z) = a$ ( - P(z), z> 4Pb) 9 (5.11) 
which implies 
a$@> = /gi h//fdp, (5.12) 
where P = ~(~~~)-jf(~)~ is the Gibbs measure for (zig) - @(z)f. Equation 
(5.12) follows from (5.11) by property (e), Section 4. Property (e) follows 
now from (5.12) and (5.3). 0 
LEMMA 1. Under Hypothesis A, the Hessian matrix v ‘B(z) is strictly 
positive definite, for every z E Sed. Moreover, if x = V&Z), x* = (1,x), 
and t;’ = jf dp, where p is the Gibbs measure for (z 1 g) - P(z)f, then 
detv2p(z) = tidetv’p(-B(z),z) . (x*~v’y(x*/t,)~x*). (5.13) 
Proof. Taking the partial derivative with respect to zj in (5.11) gives 
(aoP(-p(z),z))(a,,p(z)) 
= (a,a(-p(z>,z))(a,s(z))( ajiG)) 
- (ad( -P(z)d)( ajiG)) 
- (a,,p(-p(z),z))(a,p(Z,) 
+ a,,a(-B(&z), i, j = 1,2 ,..., d. (5.14) 
Set 
aij = (aoP(-P(z),z))(a,,P(z)); i, j = I,..., d, 
bij = ( ajjP( -P(z),z)); i, j = 0,l ,***> d, 
xi = a$(z); i= 1,2 ,-**, d, 
i 
-xj, i=Oand j=1,2,...,d 
cij = 
sij, i, j = I,2 ,*--, d, 
A = (aij), i,j=1,2 d ,*-*> 9 
B = (bij), i, j=O,l ,.a., d, 
c = (cij)Y i = 0, 1, . . . , d, 
j- 1,2 ,..., d. 
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Here a,, is the Kronecker delta. Note that A = AT, B = BT. Now (5.14) 
may be written in matrix form as 
A = CTBC. (5.15) 
By property (c), Section 4, B is strictly positive definite; consequently by 
(5.15) A is also strictly positive definite. But 
4#( -&),z) = j-jdp ’ 0, (5.16) 
where p is the Gibbs measure for (z/g) - &z)f, so it follows that v ‘B(z) is 
strictly positive definite. 
Let x0 = 1 and x* = (xc, xi,. . . , xd); let v = B-‘(x*)~. It is easily 
verified that 
Consequently, 
CTBv = 0. 
The determinant of [vl C] is easy to evaluate by row-column operations: 
thus one finds 
det[v(C] = x*B-‘(x*)~, 
(x*B-‘(x*)T)det B = det A. (5.17) 
By property (h), Section 4, B-’ = v2y(x*/fX), therefore (5.13) follows 
from (5.17) and (5.16). 0 
The Legendre transform 7 of @ is convex on 9’. For x E g = V& ad), 
the supremum in (5.9) is attained uniquely at the value of z for which 
VP(Z) = x. The inverse function theorem implies that 7 is smooth on 9, 
and 
(f> v  7 0 OS = identity on 9 d; 
(jj) VP 0 VT = identity on g; 
(i-l) v&z) = z - v?(x) = z * v27(x) = (v2jqz))-1; 
(i) v&z) = x - jqx) + P(z) = (x12); 
<j> viqz) + x =$ w  + p<z> ’ (x lz); 
(i) vp(z) = x * T(x) = -H(ji(z,C), a’) < 0. 
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The proofs of (f)-(J) are routine. Property (k) follows from (e), (i), and 
Theorem F. 
LEMMA 2. For x E 3, x = vp(g, let x * = (1, x) and t; ’ = /f dp where 
p is the Gibbs measure for (z)g) - P(z)f. Then 




detV’y(x) = t;d(detv2y(x*/tx))(x*]V2Y(x*/t,)]x*). (5.19) 
Proof: Equation (5.19) follows directly from Lemma 1, property (h), 
Section 4, and property (h). The equation y(x) = t,y(x*/t,) follows from 
properties (k), (k), and (5.4). Recall from Section 4 that - ty(x*/t) is a 
concave function of t > 0; since fl( - &z), z) = 0 it follows from (4.4) that 
- ly(x */t) attains its maximum at t = t,. q 
Proof of Theorem F. The entropy map ji + H(ji, u’) is upper semi- 
continuous on Yf (this follows from (5.4) and the fact that )A + H(p) is 
upper semicontinuous on 3, cf. [14, Theorem 3.101). Hence, for each 
real-valued G E sfi(Zi) there exists j& E 9, which maximizes H(F, uf) + 
jGdp (however, this argument does not imply that cl* is unique). 
Let c = H(,&, of) + jGdji,, and let cp = g - cf, where g and G are 
related by (5.1). By Theorem D, 
P(g - 4) = H&z) + j-qdpv 
= H(P,) + j&p, - cj-f4+ (5.20) 
P(g - cf) ’ H(P) + j-g+ - c/f&, VP f Pq1 p E 4;. (5.21) 
Consequently, 
P(g-cf)>O*-- - 
fh) + Igdl.l, > c. 
I 
fdp, jfdp, ’ 
but this contradicts the fact that j& maximizes H(p, 0’) + jGdp (cf. (5.3) 
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and (5.4) substituting pV for CL). On the other hand, 
p(g - cf) < 0 
where /.t* E 9 is the measure corresponding to j& as in (5.3). But this 
inequality contradicts Theorem D. 
This proves that P(g - cf) = 0, hence that c = P,(G). The inequality 
(5.5) follows immediately. To complete the proof of the Theorem, it suffices 
to show that ,C* = j&, where jIc is defined by (5.6). Since P(g - cj) = 0, 
where EL* f) fi* as above. But this implies that pV = pL*, by Theorem D. 
Thus ,iI* = ,i&. •I 
6. PERIODIC ORBITS OF SYMBOLIC FLOWS 
Let f E 9p be strictly positive, and let (Z$, af) be the symbolic flow 
under f. For G, G, E B(Z{), let g, gi E (Z,) be the functions defined by 
(5.1). Periodic orbits of (Xi, of) will be denoted by 7; 7(G) denotes the 
integral of G (with respect to time) over one period of r. Thus r(1) is the 
period of 7, and r(G)/~(l) is the mean value of G over 7. 
Define measures Q’, Q/; ‘I,.“* Cd on 9’ and 9’ X 9?’ 3 respectively, by 
Q’(I) = #{T: r(1) E I}, 
Qf; G-G~(~~Ji) = # ( 
(6.1) 
7: r(1) E IO, r(Gi) E I,, i = l,..., d}. 
The main results of this paper concern the asymptotic behavior of these 
measures when the flow is weakly mixing. It is well known (cf. [ll, Section 
51) that (Xi, uf) is weakly mixing iff f is not homologous to any function 
valued in a proper closed subgroup of 9. 
HYPOTHESIS B. If aof + CfCZ,,aigi is homologous to an integer-valued 
function for constants a,,, a,,. . . , ad E W, then a, = a, = . * * = ad = 0. 
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Hypothesis B may be reformulated so that the role of the shift is 
submerged. For G E B(E$), let S,G = /dG 0 u,/ds, and define the skew 
product flow T,’ on SfX Z{, where X= {e”: -n 2 0 < v}, by 
T,‘(e”, (E, 3)) = (exp{ id + 2miS,G(5, s)}, qf(t, s)). 
HYPOTHESIS 3. If  uO, a,, . . . ad E 9’ are constants such that the skew 
product flow TG, G = a, + CfCla,G,, is not topologically ergodic, then 
a, = a, = . . . = ad = 0. 
It is not difficult to show that Hypothesis3 implies Hypothesis B, and both 
imply Hypothesis A. 
Let fl= & and 7 = vo be the thermodynamic functions associated with 
G = (G,, G,, . . . , G,) when G, E 3$(X!,), and let .@ = v&ad). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Gi E .S$(Z<), i = 1,. . . , d, and that Hypothe- 
sis B is satisfied. Then for all x = (x,, x2,. . . , xd) E 9, ai > 0, asa + 00, 
[a, a + &I x fi [ax,, ax, + &I 
r=l 
_ e-uu(x) a-(d+W2(2T) -d’2det( v ‘y(x))“‘C(x; S), (6.2) 
where Q = Q/i GI..... G, and 
C(X; 8) = ( f’efi(Vi(r))r dt}{ i*‘i”-’ 1 . . ~8’e(vi(x)lt) dt, . . . dt,) (6.3) 
moreover, this approximation holds uniformly on any compact subset of 3. 
Recall that -v(x) is the maximum entropy achieved by a a-‘-invariant 
measure p such that /Gj dF = xi, i = 1,2,. . . , d. Also, v 2u(x) is strictly 
positive definite, by (E) and (h), Section 5. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (IX<, af) is weakly mixing. Then as a -+ 00, 
(6.4) 
where H *(a/) is the topological entropy of the flow (IX<, of). 
Theorem 2 is just the special case d = 0 if Theorem 1, because in this 
case the thermodynamic functions 7, @ degenerate to - 7 = H * (af) = 6. 
A similar result may be proved for flows which are not weakly mixing: the 
exponential rate is still H *(at) (cf. also [12, Theorem 21). 
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Let G,, G,, . _ , , Gd, G E gP(Z<) satisfy Hypothesis B, and let j& 
Y(G,C)r etc.7 be the associated thermodynamic functions, where G = 
- - (G,, G,, . . . , G,,). For x = (n,,..., xd) E .49 = v&(@), let cc, be the uf- 
invariant measure which maximizes entropy subject to the constraints 
/Gi dp, = xi, i = 1,2, . . . , d. Define 
a2 _ detV*~wdx, jGdF,) 
x- det v ‘y,(x) 
The second equation is an easy consequence of the fact that - Y~G,C#, Y)~ 
considered as a function of y has its maximum at y = jGd&, for all x. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that G, G,, . . . ,sd E FP(Ef) satisfy Hypothesis B. 
Then for any x = (x,, x2,..., xd) E &I’, 6; < 0, and nonempty intervals 
J c 59, 
d([a, a + &I X lT.-l[ ax,, axi + Si] x (ajGd& + a%;t’)) 
Q([a, a + S,] X 17j’sl[axi, axi + ai]) 
+ Je-‘2/2 dt/(2n)“’ (6.6) 
J 
In other words, if you choose a periodic orbit r* at random from among 
all periodic orbits 7 satisfying a 5 ~(1) s a + 6, and axi I 7(G,) I axi + 
6,, then (7*(G) - a/Gdjl,)/a ‘/*a, will be (approximately) distributed 
according to the standard nomad distribution. Theorem 3 is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 1: the details of the argument are entirely routine 
and are therefore omitted. It is clear that one can also obtain a multidimen- 
sional central limit theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that G,, G,, . . . , Gd E S$,(X,) satisfy Hypothesis B, 
and let G E C(Z,). Then for any x = (x1:. x2,. . . , xd) f 3, ai > 0, e > 0, 
O(([a, a + &I XR=11 ax ax;+Si] Xa[jGd&-e,jGd,!i,+.c]) ~ 1 i, 
Q(([a, a + So] X llf-,[axi, axi + ai]) 
(6.7) 
Us a ---) 00, where Q = Qf;Gl.. ..Gd and 0 = Qf;“,, .,q,,~. 
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The upstart of this is that if you choose r* at random from the set of 
periodic orbits T satisfying a I r(1) I a + a,,, ax, I 7(Gi) I axi + Si, then 
r * is with high probability close to being distributed according to &. In 
the special case d = 0, this says that “almost every” periodic orbit is 
approximately distributed as the maximum entropy measure Cl,,,=. 
Note that if G E YP(Xf) and G,, G,, . . . , Gd, G satisfy Hypothesis B then 
(6.7) follows immediatly from Theorem 3. Theorem 4 now follows from the 
observation that G E C(Z$) may be uniformly approximated by G(“) E 
9p(Z{) for which G,, G,, . . . , Gd, G(“) satisfies Hypothesis B, n = 1,2,. . . . 
The proof of this observation is given in Appendix 2. 
The main result, Theorem 1, will be proved in Sections 7 and 8. 
7. COUNTING CYCLES OF THE SHIFT 
For real-valued fO, fr, . . . , fd E 3 
on gd+’ b Y 
and n 2 1, define a measure N, = N,’ 
S,f,(<) E Ii, i = O,l)...) d}, (7.1) 
where Zi is a subinterval of 9, i = 0, 1, . . . , d. The measure N,, plays a role 
for the shift similar to that played by Qf; cl,..., ‘d for the flow (Xi, a’). 
However, there are several differences: (i) N, counts all n-cycles E (i.e., 
a”< = E), not just those whose minimal period is n; (ii) N, counts ai< 
separately from E for i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, hence each orbit is actually 
counted p times, where p is its minimal period. 
Observe that if fi P fi*, i = 0, 1, . . . , d, then N,f = NJ*. It follows from 
Lemma A that it suffices to consider fo, fi, . . . , fd E 3$+. In this case 
a”[ = (; S,f, E Ii, i = O,l,. . . , d}. (7.2) 
PROPOSITION 1. For each z ES dfl there is a constant K, < 00 having 
the following property. Zf (z 1 y) 2 (z Ix) for all y E U c gd+‘, then 
N,(u) s K,exp{nB(z) - <4x>> (7.3) 
foralln 2 1. M oreover, K, may be chosen so as to depend continuously on z. 
Here /3(z) = b,(z) is the pressure function associated with f. 
If the function f is valued in a closed subgroup I of Rd+‘, then the 
support of N, is contained in I. I shall distinguish between two cases. 
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HYPOTHESIS C. There do not exist constants b,, b,, . . . , bd E 9 such that 
(fo - b,, fi - b,, . . . , fd - bd) is homologous to (go, g,, . . . , gd) valued in a 
proper closed subgroup of 9Tdi ‘. 
HYPOTHESIS D. The function f = ( fo, fi, . . . , fd) takes values in r, = 
%” r+l @ gdPr; there do not exist constants b,, b,, . . . , bd E 9? such that 
<f, - b,, . . . , fd - bd) is homologous to (go, g,, . . . , gd) valued in a proper 
closed subgroup of r,. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf fo, fi,. . . , fd E 5’ satisfy Hypothesis C, if x = 
V/~(Z), and if u: ad+’ + 9 is C”, nonnegative, and has compact support, 
then 




u(y)e-(“IY) dy (7 94) 
as n + 00. Furthermore, (7.4) holds uniformly for x in any compact subset of 
.G? = v/3(ad). 
For x E 9, let {{x}} denote the fractional part of x, i.e., {{x }} = x - 
[[xl], where [[xl] is the greatest integer in x. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose fo, fi,. . . , fd E .$+ satisfy Hypothesis D. Let 
uo, Ul, * * * 3 ud be nonnegative, C” functions on 9, each with support con- 
tained in (0, l), and let u(y) = lIfSoui(yi). Zf x = V/&Z), then 
J u(y _ nx)N,( dy) - e-“Y(x)(2sn)-‘d+“‘2(det V 2y(X))1’2c,(X; U) 
(7.5) 
as n -+ 00. where 
G(X; U) = ,fioIUi(l - {{nxi>>kxP{-zi(l - {{nXi>>>}l 
x ise+l ilui(t)e-‘i’ dt. (7.6) 
Furthermore, (7.5) holds uniformly for x in any compact subset of L@ = 
vP( sd+ ‘). 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proofs. 
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Let Zak) denote the set of @ire sequences of length k with transitions 
allowed by A, i.e., 
ZLk) = a E fJ {1,2 
i 
)...) f}: A(ai,a;+l) = 1,vi = O,l)...) k 
i=o 1 
= { ak.1, a-, . . . ) ak.m(k)}. 
For each sequence akq i E IX>“) there exists a periodic sequence tk, i E 
IX,+ which agrees with akvi in the first k + 1 coordinates, i.e., [,“,j = 
up, Vn = 0, 1, . . . , k. Define #k,; E C(z,‘) and positive measures 
M n. k,r(dX), j%, kcdX) by 
$k.i(t) = 
1 if5j=~~,i=,~.‘,Vj=0,1 ,..., k 
0 otherwise, 
M,,k,i(dX) = #{$ E 2:: U”[ = tk”; Ir/k,i(() = 1; Snf(<) E dx}, 
m(k) 
Mn,k(dx) = c Mn,k,i(dx)* 
i=l 
For any finite Bore1 measure F(dx) on ad+’ let g(z) be the 
Laplace-Fourier transform 
f(z) = j-/“)F( dx) : 
this is an entire analytic function of z E Cd+‘. For any open rectangle 
U = IIj’zo(xi, y,), where -cc I xi < y, I co, let U, = n~~,(xi - E, 
Yi + ‘). 
LEMMA 3. There exists a decreasing sequence of constants E(k) such that 
lim k _ m~( k) = 0 and such that for all n suficiently large, z E gdil, and all 
open rectangles U in ad+’ 
fin, k(z)e- lzlcck) I fin(Z) I nri,, k(z)elzlE(k). 
Proof. Since 4 is Holder continuous for each j = 0, 1, . . . , d, the con- 
stants 
&j(k) = 5 var,(fi)lO 
n-k 
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as k 3 CQ. Let c(k) = C,d,,sj(k); then 
“P{ lS,z’(O - Snf(l) 1: n 2 09 5i = Si, VO I i I n + k} _< E(k). 
Now there is a l-to-l correspondence between the sets 
m(k) 
iyl { 5 E 2:: u”t = tk-’ and +k,r(5) = l} 
and 
having the property that any two corresponding sequences 5, l agree in the 
first n + k + 1 coordinates (i.e., 4, = l,, VO I i I n + k). The lemma 
follows easily. 0 
Lemma 3 reduces the study of the asymptotic behavior of the measures 
IV,, for large n to the study of M,,, k for fixed but large k. The study of 
M n.k = x.r”~,k,r proceeds by way of the Laplace-Fourier transform. The 
key is that M,. k, i can be written in terms of Ruelle’s PF operators, 
~“.k,i(Z> = c exP{(zlSJ(S))} #k,i(S) 
5: #{=(k. 
for all z E g’+‘. By Ruelle’s PF Theorem (cf. Theorems A, B of Sect. 2), 
-q~,f)cp/~“(z,f) converges in 11 Jim to (jcp dvC,,,$rC,,,), Vz E @+l, and by 
Appendix 1 this convergence also holds for z in an open neighborhood of 
~%‘~+l in W’+‘. Hence, 
n;r,.k(Z) - eflBWk(z), 
for all z in an open neighborhood of ad+‘. 
LEMMA 4. For any real-valued ‘p E 3$’ 
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Proof: If #k,i(<) = 1 then 5 and gkvi agree in the first (k + 1) co- 
ordinates. Since h, is uniformly continuous 
uniformly for 5 E 2:. Since 
the lemma follows. CI 
Formula (7.8) and Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that for each z E Bd+’ 
fin(z) - enS@) (7.9) 
as n + cc, uniformly for z in any compact set. Unfortunately, it is not so 
easy to get a handle on the behavior of in(z) for z E %Zd+’ \gd+‘; it is 
easier to study the measures M, k directly, since (7.8) holds for z in a 
neighborhood of W . d+l However, ‘it is possible to use (7.9) to give a direct 
proof of Proposition 1. 
Proof of Proposition 1. If (zly) 2 (zlx) for all y E U then 
N,‘(U) I ~,+,e(‘ly)N,‘(dy)e-(z~x) 
By (7.9) there is a constant K, < cc such that $i(z) I K,e”P(“) for all 
n 2 1. Because of the uniformity in (7.9), K, can be chosen continuously. 
cl 
Let Y= Y”+’ denote the set of Schwartz class (rapidly decreasing) 
functions on ad+‘, i.e., u E Y iff u E C”(9d+1) and 
for all m = 0, 1, . . . , and for multi-indices (Y = ((Y,,, q, . . . , ad). It is well 
known that 9 is preserved by the Fourier transform, i.e., if u E Y then 
C(B), 0 E ad+l, is also in 9’. Recall the Parseval identity, which states 
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that for u E 9’ and F(dx) any finite Bore1 measure on ad+‘, 
l*d+*“(x)F(dx) = !#+I z?(iO)F(-i0) d0/(2m)d+‘, 
where d@ denotes Lebesgue measure on gd+i. 
Heuristic Proof of Proposition 2. In view of Lemmas 3 and 4, it suffices 
to show that for any u E Y, u 2 0, with compact support, k = 1,2,. . . , 
and i = 1,2,. . ., m(k), 
J ,,+Iu(Y - nx)K,k,i(dY) 
- e-“Y(X)(2nn) -‘dC1)‘2(detV2Y(X))1’2G( -z)C,,,(z) 
(7.10) 
as n + 00, where x = V/~(Z) and Ck,i(Z) = (j~k,idv(,lf))h(,,r)(Ek,r), and 
that (7.10) holds uniformly for x in any compact subset of 9?. 
Apply Parseval’s identity to the function u(y - nx)exp{ - (z 1 y)} and the 
measure exp{(zly)}M&dy) to obtain 
(2fl)“+‘L,+,U(Y - nX)M,,k,i(dY) 
= J 9,+lri(i0 - z)exp{ n(xli0 - z)}&~,,,,(z - i0) d@ 
= 
J *d+l 
fi(iO - z)exp{ n(xli@ - Z>}-EPi,-ie(f)~k,i(~k.i) d@ (7.1’) 
(cf. (7.7)). Since f satisfies Hypothesis C, it follows from Theorem C and the 
Spectral Radius Theorem (cf. also Proposition 6, Appendix 1) that for each 
0 # 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that 
0 + 6) “e-“B’z’II~~-ie~f)~k,i/I, + O. (7.12) 
Moreover, by Proposition 6, this convergence is uniform for 0 in any 
compact set not containing 0. On the other hand, for 0 near 0 Proposition 
5 (Appendix 1) implies that 
L?~-,e,,,~k,i(.$k~i) - enS(Z-ie) (Jik,idu(,,elr))‘~~-;,,,)(~*“) 
=e +ie)Ck, i (z - j@). (7.13) 
Now (7.12) and (7.13) suggest that for large n the major contribution to the 
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last integral in (7.11) comes from 0 near zero, i.e., 
- JTH, Ilxp{ n(xli0 - 2) + n/3(2 - i0)) 
XC,.,(z - iO)ii(iO - Z) d@. (7.14) 
Unfortunately, (7.14) is not easy to justify. The difficulty is that the 
convergence in (7.12) is uniform only for 0 in compact sets of ad+’ \ {O}. 
Circumventing this problem requires an “unsmoothing” argument. 
Given (7.14) one may derive (7.10) by a routine use of Laplace’s method 
of asymptotic expansion (cf. [6, Chap. II]). The Taylor series approximation 
(xJi0 - z) + /3(z - i0) 
= -(xlz) + j?(z) - (0]v2p(z)]o)/2 + o(p12) 
= -y(x) - (o]v2~(x)-1]o)/2 + o(1012) (7.15) 
holds uniformly for (0 ( I E (recall properties (e), (h), Sect. 4). Substituting 
this quadratic expression into the integral in (7.14) and evaluating the 
resulting asymptotic Gaussian integral yields (7.10). q 
A rigorous proof of Proposition 2 will be given later in this section. 
Heuristic Proof of Proposition 3. As in Proposition 2, it is enough to 
show that 
J *,+,U(Y - nx)K,kJ@Y) 
_ e-“Yy2nn)-(d+1)/2 (detV2y(x))1’2C,,,(z)C,(x; u> (7.16) 
as n + 00, where C,,;(z) = (/#,,; dv 
(7.6). As usual, x = v&z). 
(,,r,)h~,,r,(5k*i) and C,(x; u) is as in 
Using Parseval’s identity as before, one obtains 
= i@ - z)exp{ n(xli@ - z)} ‘~&jelf)#k,r(<k’i) do. 
(7.17) 
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Since f satisfies Hypothesis D, the operator .9& ie,r) is 2n-periodic in 
4J, 4,. *. , 8,. Moreover, since each uj E C” and has support in (0, l), the 
function u!(y)exp{ iflj - .zj)r} has a uniformly, absolutely convergent 
Fourier series for each j = 0, 1, . . . , r. Hence, it follows from (7.17) that 




r~=((e,,e, )...) Bd)Ead+l:]~]I~,j=o,l )...) r) 
is the dual group of T,, and dO is Lebesgue measure. 
The rest of the argument is essentially the same as in the heuristic proof 
of Proposition 2. By Hypothesis D and Proposition 7, Appendix 1, the 
primary contribution to the integral in (7.18) should come from (0 1 I E, 
E > 0 small. The asymptotic evaluation of this integral may be accom- 
plished by Laplace’s method, using (7.15) as in the proof of Proposition 2. 
This leads to (7.16). 0 
Rigorous proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 call for some kind of “un- 
smoothing” procedure. We shall use a general unsmoothing theorem due to 
Stone [ 171. 
Let 9: denote the set of all compactly supported, nonnegative functions 
u E 9. Let { Km}msl be a sequence of probability measures on gd+ ’ 
which converge weakly to the unit point mass at the origin (i.e., K,({ 10 1 I 
E}) --* 1 as m + oe for all E > 0), and such that each Fourier transform 
I?,,,(&) has compact support. Let &'c gd+r be an index set. 
THEOREM F. Let {cl”,, x E ~4, n E JV} be a farnib of nonnegative Bore1 
measures on 9Pd+ ‘. Suppose that for each m 2 1 and each u E 9:) 








Here * denotes convolution. Theorem F follows from Theorem 2.1 of [17]. 
Suppose A’ is a compact subset of gd+‘, and suppose (7.20) holds for all 
u E 9,‘. Let u,(y), x E XZ’, be a family of functions in 9: such that 




1 jUx(YWY) - j%(Y) dY ( = 0. (7.21) 
This follows from (7.20) by a straightforward approximation argument. 
Thus, to prove (7.21) it suffices to prove (7.19) for each m 2 1 and each 
u EYb+. 
Proof of Proposition 2. It suffices to establish (7.10) for each u E 9: 
uniformly for x E A@ where & is any compact subset of 9’. Let v/3@,) = x, 
and 
u,(y) = u(y)e@xIY), (7.22) 
&(dy) = (2nn)(di1)‘2e”~(x)(detV2y(x))-1’2C,,j(zX)-1 
Xe(Zxly)Mn,,,i(d(y + nx)), (7.23) 
where C,,i(z) = (/$,,i du ~,,r,)h~,,r,(~k~i). Then (7.10) is equivalent to 
(7.21). Thus it suffices to prove (7.19) for each m 2 1 pd u E 9:. 
Let K, be as in Theorem F, and assume that K,(B) has compact 
support F,. By ParsevaTs identity and (7.7) 
J ( U(Y) Km * K,X,)(dd 
= 1 ii(i@)k,(-i@)&(-i63) d8/(2n)d+’ 
F, 
= ( n/2q)(d+ 1)‘2 e”y(x)(detv2y(x))-“2C,,i(zX)-’ 
X/Fi2(i@)Z,(- ) i0 en(xlie-z~)~~,_ie,~~~~,i(5k,i) dO 
- (./~~)‘d”“2(deto2~(x))-1’2C~,i(zx)1 
xexp{ n((xliO) + p(z, - i0) - /3(zx))} d@. (7.24) 
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The last step follows from (7.12) and (7.13). Note that since F, is compact, 
(7.12) holds uniformly for 0 E F,\ { 10 1 < E} and x E s’, by Proposition 
6; also (7.13) holds uniformly for ]O] s E and x E ~2, by Proposition 5. 
Thus (7.24) holds uniformly for x E &. 
The relation (7.19) follows from (7.24) by Laplace’s method: the uniform- 
ity in x E & follows from the local uniformity in z of the Taylor series 
expansion for p(z - i0) - /3(z) near 0 = 0. 0 
For the proof of Proposition 3, an unsmoothing theorem for the group 
r, = zr+’ @ gdpr is necessary. Let H(d’) denote Haar measure on I,, 
and let W,l,.~ be a sequence of probability measures on I’, which 
converge weakly to the pointmass at 0, and such that each Fourier trans- 
form K,(S) has compact support on Ir*. Theorem 2.1 of [17] implies 
THEOREM G. Let (II”,, x E d, N E N} be a farnib of nonnegutioe Bore1 
measures on r,. Suppose that for each m 2 1 and each u E 9’:) 
lim sup Ilu(W, * &)(dd - j&)H(dy) / = 0. (7.25) 
n-m xcsd 
Then for each u E 9:) 
As before, 9: denotes {u E Y: u 2 0, supp(u) compact}. 
Suppose J$ is a compact subset of gdfl, and suppose (7.26) holds for all 
U E9;. Let u,(y), x E s?, be functions in 9: such that (i) UXEd 
support (u,) is compact; (ii) x + u, is continuous in II . Ilm. Then 
lim sup 
n-m x~d 
- jUx(Y)fwY) 1 = 0. (7.27) 
Proof of Proposition 3. It must be shown that (7.16) holds uniformly for 
x E ~2, where dc .G@ is compact. As before, let @(z,) = x, and let u,, PY, 
be defined by (7.22) and (7.23). Then (7.16) is equivalent to (7.27). Hence it 
is enough to prove (7.25) for each m 2 1 and u E 9:. 
Using the Parse& identity for the group I,. one obtains 
/ ( U(Y) Km * /C)(dd l-r 
= ( n/2*)(d+ ‘)‘* e”Y(‘)(detv2y(x))-1’2Ck,i(zx)-1 




(Note: c(S), k,( - i0) denote the Fourjer transforms relative to I’:, not 
a“+‘. Thus G(0) = jr,u(y)ZY(dy). Also, K,(O) = 1, since K, is a probabil- 
ity measure.) 
The relation (7.25) follows @om (7.28) by the same argument as in the 
proof of Proposition 2, since K,(B) has compact support in I,.*. 0 
8. COUNTING PERIODIC ORBITS OF A SYMBOLIC FLOW 
The periodic orbits of a symbolic flow are in l-to-l correspondence with 
the periodic orbits of the underlying shift. In particular, (t, t) E Z$ lies on 
a periodic orbit of uf iff a”[ = 5 for some n = 1,2,. . . . Hence, the Q 
measures of section 6 may be expressed in terms of the N, measures of 
section 7. 
Let f E 9p be strictly positive, let G,, G,, . . . , G, E 3$(Zd), and let 
gi E Sp be given by (5.1). Let Q = Q fsG.....G md N, = N,(f44%d 
Recall that N, counts all [ such that a”< = 5, including those 5 whose 
(minimal) period m 1 n, m < n. Consequently, 
(8.1) 
where p is the Moebius function of number theory. 
Let p, 7 be the thermodynamic functions for G,, G,, . . . , GdLand le_t 8, y 
be the thermodynamic functions for f, g,, g,, . . . , gd. If x E .%? = Vfl(ad) 
then there is a unique z E gd such that vB(z) = x. If this is the case, let 
x* = (1,x), (8.2) 
f, = 1 ll f4(Z,g)-~(z),’ (8.3) 
Recall that /3(-p(z),z) = 0 and v/3(-p(z),z) = x*/t,; also, -ty(x*/t) 
is a concave function of t which achieves its maximum uniquely at t = t,, 
and t,y(x*/t,) = U(x) (cf. Lemma 2). 
LEMMAS. Foreache>Othereexist~=q(x,E)>OandK=K,<oo 
such that 
+ c N.([ 
n<o(t,-e) 
5 K(exp{ -(V(x) + ~1))) (8.4) 
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as a + 00. Furthermore, K, and q(x, E) may be chosen so as to depend 
continuously on x. 
ProojI The plan is to use Proposition 1. Let to = t, - E, t, = t, + E, 
zCi) = vy(x*/t;), i = 0,l. (Note that zo) E 9?‘+‘.) Since - ty(x*/t) 
achieves its maximum uniquely at t = t,, it follows that 
/3(2(l)) c 0 c j3(d0’), (8.5) 
t#(z(‘)) - (x*/z(‘)) c -V(x), i = 0,l. (8.6) 
(Here I have used property (j), Sect. 4.) 
The linear functional (z(‘)Jy), y E [l, 1 + 6,/a] X IlfZ,[xi, xi + 6,/a], 
attains its maximum at one of the corners of the rectangle: call this comer 
x’(a). Obviously 1 x * - x’(a)] = O(a-‘). By Proposition 1, 
[a, a + so] X ,i [axi, axi + Si] 
I K exp{ @(z(l)) - a(z(‘)lx’( a))} 
I K’exp{ nj3(z(‘)) - a(z(‘)lx*)} 
for suitable constants K, K’ c co. Therefore, by (8.5) 
a, a + So] X fi [axi, ax, + Si] 
i-l 
5 K”exp{ a(t,/?(z(l)) - (z(~)Ix*))} 
Similarly, 
I K”‘exp{ a(toj3(z(0)) - (z(O)Jx*))}. 
By (8.6), these inequalities prove (8.4). The fact that the constants in (8.4) 
may be chosen continuously in x follows from Proposition 1 and the 
continuity of the thermodynamic functions. q 
Assume now that f, g,, g,, . . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis B (cf. Sect. 6). We 
shall distinguish between two cases: (i) f, g,, g2,. . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis 
C; (ii> f, g,, . . . , g, do not satisfy Hypothesis C. Case (i) is easier to handle: 
We shall consider if first. Let C(J) denote the set of real-valued continuous 
functions on J. 
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LEMMA 6. Let F E C([t,, t2]), where t, < t < t, and let a2 > 0. Then for 
E 5 min(t - t,, t, - 1i), 
lim c a-‘12F( n/a), 
-(n-ary/2oo2 = F( t)(2~)l’~a. (8.7) 
u*m cr(f-E)<n<a(t+E) 
Moreover, (8.7) hokfs uniformly for t, u in any compact subset of (0,~) and 
F in any compact subset of C([t,, t2]), t, < t < t,. 
Proof. It is easily seen that for any E’ > 0, 
with local uniformity in (I, t. The Lemma is an easy consequence of this and 
the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1: Case (i). Let 
u = [a, a + S,] x jl [aq, axi + S,]. 
Since N,(U) 2 C,, ,p( n/m)N,,,(U) (by the Moebius Inversion Formula) it 
follows from Lemma 5 that 
limsupa-‘log C n-l 
(1’00 n: In-at,1 >LlE 
limsupa-‘log C n-l c N,(U) < -U(x). (8.9) 
a+o0 n: In--u&I so& mln l?lfPl 
Moreover, Lemma 5 implies that the limsups in (8.8) and (8.9) stay 
uniformly bounded away from -u(x) for x in any compact subset of 9. 
Consequently, to prove (6.2) it suffices to show that 
c n-W,(u) 
n: In--crf,( <PC 
I e-a’Tw,- (d+2)/2(2n)-d’2(detv2~(x))“2C(x, S) (8.10) 
for small E > 0, uniformly for x in any compact subset of .% 
Now the indicator function of the rectangle 17fB’-,[0, SJ may be approxi- 
mated from above and from below by nonnegative C” functions with 
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compact support. To prove (8.10) it therefore suffices to show that for every 
C” U: ad+l + 9 with compact support 
c n-l / u(y - ax*)N,(dy) In-ut,/ SUE 
- e-rrv(x)a-(d+2)/2(2n)-d’2(det v 2u(x))1’2C’(x, u), (8.11) 
C’b, 4 = /49ev{ -(v(x*/L)~Y)) dy, (8.12) 
uniformly for x in any compact subset of a. But it follows from Proposi- 
tion 2 that 
n --I 
J 
U(Y - ux*)N,,(dy) - exp{ -ny(ax*/n)}n-(d+3)‘2 
x (24 -(d+1)‘2(detV ‘y( ax*/n))1’2 
x / u(y)exp{ - (vy( ax*/n)ly)} dy (8.13) 
uniformly for n in the range (n - at,1 I us, provided E > 0 is sufficiently 
small. 
Recall that -sy(x*/s) is a concave function of s > 0 which achieves its 
maximum uniquely at s = t,; for s near t,, -sy(x */s) may be approxi- 
mated by its Taylor series, giving (cf. (4.4)), 
-ny(ax*/n) = -a?(x) - iu-‘(n - ut,)2t;3(x*1V2y(x*/t,)lx*) 
+u-‘o((n - c~f,)~). (8.14) 
Recall (Lemma 2) that 
detv2y(x) = t;d(detv2y(x*))(x*Iv2y(x*/tX)lx*). (8.15) 
Also, 
vy(x*/t,) = (-8(z),z). (8.16) 
Combining (8.13)-(8.16) and applying Lemma 6 gives (8.11). The local 
uniformity in x follows from Lemma 6 and the local uniformity in x of 
(8.13) and (8.14). 0 
Consider now Case (ii), in which f, g,, g,, . . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis B 
but not Hypothesis C. The primary difference between this case and Case 
(i) is that the terms in X,n-‘N,(U) oscillate rapidly rather than slowly. 
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Fix t, < I,, and let 9 denote the set of real-valued continuous 
F(x,, x2,. *. , Xkr t) defined on [0, ilk X [ti, t2] which are periodic with 
period 1 in each of the variables xi, x2,. . . , xk, i.e., such that 
f-(x, ,..., X,_~,O,X,+~,-..,Xk,~)=~(X~,...,X,-1,1rx;+l,...,xk,r) 
for all x,, . . . , x,-i, x,+i,. . ., xk E [O,l] and t E [ti, t2]. 
LEMMA 7. Let F E 9 and t, < t < t,. Suppose b,, b,, . . . , b, E 9 are 
such that 1, bl,..., b, are linearly independent over the rational numbers. 
Then for all x,, x2, . . . , xk E 9 and E I min(t - t,, t, - t) 
lim C 
(1’00 
a-1/2exp{ -(n - at)2/2a02} 
n: In-N ItIE 
XF({{ax,-nb,}},...,{{ax,-nb,}}~~/a) 
= (2~)‘/~0[t * * * [F( y,, y,, . . . , yk, 1) 4,. . . dY,- (8.17) 
Moreover, (8.17) holds uniform& for t, x1,. . . , xk, and u > 0 locally, and F 
in any compact subset of 9. 
Note. There is no uniformity in b,, b,, . . . , b,. Recall that {{x}} denotes 
the fractional part of x. 
Proof: As n varies over any interval of length @log a) contained in {n: 
In - ati I Ka112, where K < oe is a large but fixed constant, (n/a) and 
exp{ - (n - at )2/2ao 2 } remain nearly constant, provided a is large. By an 
equidistribution theorem of Weyl, together with the continuity of F, 
c F({{ax, -nb,}},...,({ax,-nbk}},n/a) ,ICJ 
uniformly for intervals J contained in {y: ]y - ati I Ka’12} of length 
]J] 2 C log a. There is also uniformity in xi, x2,. . . , xk and for F in any 
compact subset of 9. It follows that the factor F(. . .) may be replaced by 
// . . . /F in the sum in (8.17), at least for n in the range In - atI I Ka112. 
The argument may now be completed by following the line of reasoning 
used in Lemma 6. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1: Case (ii). As in Case (i), it suffices to show that 
(6.2) holds for small E > 0, uniformly for x in any compact subset of 3. 
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For this it suffices to show that if ua, ui, . . . , ud are nonnegative C” 
functions on 3, each with compact support, and if u(y) = 17$0~i(yj), then 
c n-l J u(y - ax*)Nn(dY) n: In-ot,I SaE 
_ e-al(x)a-(d+2)/2(2n)-d/2 (detv27(x))“‘C*(x, u), (8.18) 
where x* = (1,x) and 
c*(x, u) = Je 8(z)ruo(t) dt,el /ezhi(t) dr, 
uniformly for x in any compact subset of 9. This is because the indicator 
function of [0, Si] may be approximated from above and below by nonnega- 
tive Cm functions with compact support. 
In Case W f, g,, g,, . . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis B but not Hypothesis C. 
Therefore, these exist b,, b,, . . . , bd E S? such that f - b,, z fo, g, - b, z 
f l,“‘, gd - bd I fd where f = ( fo, fi, . . . , fd) takes its values in a proper 
closed subgroup I of gd+’ not contained in any d-dimensional linear 
subspace of Sd+‘. (If it were the case that f took its values in a d-dimen- 
sional subspace then there would be constants a,, a,, . . . , ad E 5?, not all 
zero, such that C$ajfi = 0. But then uof + Zfmlu,gi would be homolo- 
gous to a constant, contradicting Hypothesis B.) 
We shall assume that fo, fi, . . . , fd sutisfr Hypothesis D. There is no loss 
of generality in this, because one may always make a nonsingular linear 
transformation of gd+’ which maps I onto I,. for some r. Making a linear 
transformation does not change the orbit counting problem in any essential 
way (if T: gd+’ + gd+’ is a nonsingular linear transformation then 
N,T’(TU) = N,‘(U) and yn(Tx’) = yf(x’) for all n, U,x’). 
If fo, fi, * * * 3 fd satisfy Hypothesis D then b,, 1 = br+2 = . . . = bd = 0 
and 1, b,, b,, . . . , b, are linearly independent over the rationals. For if not 
then there would exist integers k,, k,, . . . , k,, not all zero, such that 
Crsokibi E 23’; but then k,f + Xj,,kigi would be homologous to an in- 
teger-valued function, contradicting Hypothesis B. 
Let N, = N:rl*...vr-’ as before, and let N,* = N,/o,fi,,,.Pfd. Then for any 
C” function u on ad+’ with compact support 
jdy)N,(dy) = /CP(Y + nb)N,*(dyh (8.19) 
where b = (b,, b r, . . . ,bd). Moreover, if & y are the thermodynamic func- 
tions for f, g,, . . . , g, and /3*, y * are the thermodynamic functions for 
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fo, fi? - * * 9 f,, then for all z’, x’ E 5?“+‘, 
,+‘) = P*(z’) + @‘lb), 
y(x’) = y*(x’ - b), 
vu(d) = vy*(x’ - b), 
v’y(x’) = v*y*(x’ - b). 




U(Y - ax*)N,(dy) - exp{ -ny(ax*/n)}n-(d+3)‘2 
x (24 -(d+1)‘2(detv2y(ax*/n))1’2 X C,(Ux*, U), 
(8.21) 
where 
Xexp{ - i ( Jiy(ax*/n))(l - {{ax: - nbi}})) 
i-o 
x iM++l ilui(r)exP{ -taiY(ax*/n)} dt3 
uniformly for n in jhe range ]n - at,] I UE and uniformly for x in any 
compact subset of AY. 
Now - ny(ax*/n) may be approximated from above and below by a 
quadratic expression (cf. (8.14)). Thus, smnming (8.21) over n in the range 
1 n - at, ] I us gives a sum of the same type considered in Lemma 7. From 
this, one easily obtains (8.18). 0 
9. AXIOM A FLOWS 
The results of Section 6 may be carried over with small changes to Axiom 
A flows, in view of Bowen’s results [4]. Bowen showed that the periodic 
orbits of a weakly mixing Axiom A flow restricted to a basic set are nearly 
in l-to-l correspondence with those of a certain symbolic flow (cf. (9.2)). 
Let (a, +,) be a weakly mixing Axiom A flow restricted to a basic set. 
For C” functions G,, G,, . . . , Gd: Q + 2 and x1, x2,. . . , xd E 5% let ii, be 
the maximum entropy measures for I#+ subject to jGi dji, = xi, provided 
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such a measure exists, and let -u(x) be its entropy. Let prnax be the 
maximum entropy measure for &, and let H *(&) be its entropy. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that G,, . . . , Gd E C” satisfy Hypothesis B. Then 
for all (x1, x2,. . . , xd) in a neighborhood of ( jGl dl.l,,, . . . , lGd d,G,,), 
#{~:OI~(~)-~SS;OI~(G~)-~~~_<~} 
- e-“l(“)a-(d+2)/2(2a)-d/2(detV2y(x))1’2C(x, a), 
c(x, 8) = { joaes(vi(x))’ dt)( 6.. . (ee(vr(x)lt) dtl . . . dtd), (9.1) 
where p is the Legendre transform of 7. Moreover, this approximation is 
uniform in x locally. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that G1,..., Gd E C” satisfy Hypothesis 3, and 
that (x1, x2,. . . , xd) lies in a neighborhood of ( jG, dfl,,, . . . , jGdjimrvt) in 
which (9.1) holak. Choose a periodic orbit r at random from among { 7: 
0 I ~(1) - a s 6; 0 I 7(Gi) - ax, I S}. Then for any continuous G, any 





as a + 00. Moreover, if G is Cm and G,, G,, . . . , Gd, G satisfy Hypothesis 3 
then there is a constant a, > 0 such that 
Prob( a1120;‘{ g - /,d,.) > y } + ~mePf’/2 dt/(2m)“’ 
as a + ~3, for ally E 9. 
The salient features of the construction in [4] are as follows: There exist 
finitely many symbolic flows (22,, u,“)) and Lipschitz maps q: Zs + 52 
such that vi 0 u,(j) = & oq for tk0 and i=O,l,..., N. The map’q, is 
surjective; the maps rj, i = 1,. . . , N, are not surjective, and are at most 
k-to-one. For any invariant measure ii of (Z&, u/O)) whose entropy is 
sufficiently near the topological entropy H *( u/O)), r. is a.e. one-to-one with 
respect to F. If G,, G,, . . . , 
Q, = Q/,; G;“, ,Gi’ 
Gd: Q + 5@ are C” and Gj’) = Gj * q, and if 
I (cf. (6.1)), then for certain integers I,, I,, . . . , I,, 
#{r: ~(1) EJ~; 7(Gj) E.J, j= 1,2 ,..., d} 
(9.2) 
for all intervals Jo, Ji,. .., Jd c 9. Here 7 refers to a periodic orbit of 
64 $,I- 
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The main point is this. Since rri is not sujective but at most k-to-one, 
i = l,..., N, its topological entropy H *(u,“)) is strictly less than H * (u,‘“)). 
Consequently, for the asymptotics considered in (9.1) the terms Qi(-), 
i = 1,2,..., N, are of smaller exponential order of growth than the term 
Q,( .) (cf. Theorem 2). Thus Theorems 5 and 6 follow from the correspond- 
ing results for (Z$O, u,‘“)), cf. Theorems 1,3,4. 
APPENDIX 1: PERTURBATION THEORY FOR RPF OPERATORS 
Let fi,f2,..., fk E sp+ be real-valued. For z = (zi, z2,. . . , zk) E gk, 
let 
=% = =qz,f), 
4 = h(z,f), 
vz = V(zIf), 
Pz = Cl(Zlf)j 
AZ = X(z,f), 
for all z at which these quantities exist. Observe that JZz is defined for all 
z E Vk: in fact, z + pz is an entire holomorphic function of z E Vk, and 
(a/azj)%g =%(fjg)* 
By Theorems A and B, X z, h z, uz, and pL, are well defined for all z E L@ k. 
PROPOSITION 4. The functions z + A,, z + h, have analytic extensions 
to a neighborhood Q = fi(f,, . . . , fk) of Bk in Vk, such that 
Zzh, = Lh,, z E !J; (Al .l) 
J h,dv, = 1, z E 52. (Al .2) 
The function z + vz extends to a weak- * analytic measure-valued function on 
Sl such that 
2?.*vz = x,v,, z E P; (Al .3) 
J h,dv, = 1, z E fi. (Al .4) 
For each z * E ~8~ and each S > 0 there exists E = ~(6, z *) > 0 such that if 
z E Q and Iz - z*I I E, then 
spectrum LZz\ {A,} C {x E V: 1x1 I X,* - S}. (Al .5) 
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Note. weak- * analytic means that for each g E Fp z + jg dv, is ana- 
lytic. It is generally impossible for z + v, to be analytic in the total 
variation norm topology, since usually v, I v,’ for z # z’. 
Proposition 4 follows from Theorem A and B and standard results in 
regular perturbation theory (cf. [8, Chap. 7, No. 1, Chap. 4, No. 31). 
PROPOSITION 5. There exists a neighborhood 0’ of gk in V k with the 
following property: for every compact K C C12’ there exists E = E(K) > 0 such 
that 
uniformly for z E K and g such that Ilgl(p I 1. 
Proof It suffices to show that for each z * E L%’ there is a neighbor- 
hood {z E Vk: ]z - z * ] I e} = D, on which (A1.5) holds. Choose (Y > 0 
so small that (A1.5) holds for z E D,, and such that ]h, - Xt] < 6/2 for 
z E 0,. By (Al.l) and (A1.3) the subspaces { xh,, x E U} and {g E Tp’: 
jgdv, = 0} of S$+ are invariant under LYz. Consequently (cf. [8, III. 5.6]), 
Jzz = 9; + 6p:‘, z E Da, 
gz’g = /gdv, U,, 
i I 
spectrum &” = spectrum =%\{&}, 
and the map z + 9;’ is analytic in the operator norm topology (cf. 
[8, VIII. 1.3, Theorem 1.71). 
It now follows that if z E D,, then 
spectrum .Yz” c {x E V: Ix] I IX,] - a/2}. 
By the spectral radius formula, if z E D, then 
lim Il(g/)nlll’” 5 IX,] - 6/2, z E 0,. 
n-+03 
The result (A1.6) follows easily from this. q 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that if Cfzlaifi - c is homologous to an 
integer-valued function then a, = a2 = * * . = ak = 0. Then for every com- 
pact subset K of ‘Sk disjoint from 9Yk there exists E = E(K) > 0 such that 
lim (1 + .z)“]]&,“,-E”,“g]], = 0 (Al .7) 
n-+m 
uniformly for z E K and g E gp+ such that Ilg(lp I 1. 
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Proof. By Theorem C the spectral radius of TZ is strictly less than hRez 
whenever Imz # 0. Since the spectral radius of L?, is an upper semicon- 
tinuous function of z (cf. [8, IV. 3.1, Theorem 3.11) (A1.7) follows from the 
spectral radius formula. 0 
The set of vectors (a,, u2,. . . , a,J E 9“ such that Z~~iajfi P c + J, for 
some c E 2 and integer-valued IJ forms a subgroup of gk which I shall 
denote by P(f). It can be shown that I(f) is closed in Sk. 
PROPOSITION 7. For every compact subset K of Vk disjoint from I’(f) 
there exists E = e(K) > 0 such that 
lim (1 + e)“llX;,“,L%zglj, = 0 (AI .8) 
n+co 
uniformly for z E K and llgllP < 1. 
The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 6. 
APPENDIX 2: AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
The following result completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose G,, G,, . . . , Gd E 9P(Z!) are real-valued func- 
tions satisfying Hypothesis B, and G E C( 25) is real-valued. Then there exist 
real-valued G(“) E FP(Z<) such that llG(“) - Gil, + 0 and such that for 
each n, G,, G,, . . . , Gd, G(“) satisfy Hypothesis B. 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that G E .$p(2$), because 
any continuous function may be uniformly approximated by functions in 
Fp(%). Let g, g,, g2, . . . , gd E gp be defined by (5.1); observe that the 
map G + g is linear and continuous with respect to the 11 * Ilrn topologies. 
Recall that G,, . . . , Gd satisfy Hypothesis B iff g,, . . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis 
B. If G, G,, G,, . . . , Gd do not satisfy Hypothesis B then there exist con- 
stants a,, a,, . . . , ad E %‘, not all zero, such that a,g + Cf=Iaigj is ho- 
mologous to an integer-valued function. 
LEMMA 8. If g,, g,, . . . , g, E 3$ are real-valued functions satisfying Hy- 
pothesis B then there exists real-valued g, E SP such that g,, g,, . . . , gd 
satisfy Hypothesis B. 
Observe that if go, gi,.. ., g, satisfy Hypothesis B but a,g + CfSIa,gi 
is homologous to an integer-valued function, then for every iz = 
1,2,. . . ) (g + n-‘go), a, g2,. . . , g, satisfy Hypothesis B. (If a&g + 
aAn - ‘g, + CfzIa;gi is homologous to an integer-valued function, then 
u&n-‘g, + Cy==,(a,! - ahaJa,)g; is homologous to an integer-valued func- 
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tion, contradicting Hypothesis B.) Thus Proposition 8 will follow from 
Lemma 8 provided it is shown that there exists G, E 3$(Zs) such that 
g,(t) = jo/%,(I, 1) dt. 
This is easy to arrange: let 0 -C E c min f(5) and define 
It remains to prove Lemma 8. Let V be the vector space over %’ 
consisting of all real-valued functions cp E gp”,, and let U be the linear 
subspace of V consisting of all functions cp E V such that a nonzero 
multiple of cp is homologous to an integer-valued function in V. Then 
go, g,,. . .T & E V satisfy Hypothesis B iff go, g,, . . . , g, project to linearly 
independent vectors in the quotient space V/U. Therefore, Lemma 8 is 
equivalent to the assertion that V/U is infinite-dimensional. 
To prove that V/U is infinite-dimensional it suffices to exhibit an infinite 
set of linearly independent vectors. Now cpi, (pz, . . . , ‘p, E V project to 
linearly dependent vectors in V/U only if there exist ai, u2, . . . , a, E %’ not 
all zero such that 
ii aismTi(t> E %” (A2.1) 
i=l 
for all ,$ E Z, such that a”‘[ = 5, some m = 1,2.. . . Therefore, to prove 
that V/U is infinite-dimensional it suffices to show that for all n = 1,2,. . . , 
there exist ‘pi, (p2,. . . E V such that (A2.1) cannot be achieved simulta- 
.neously for all periodic 5 E Z,. 
Let (Y E 9 be irrational, and let tk, i E Z,, k = 1,2, . . . , i = 0,l be 
sequences such that 
(i) tksi is periodic with period m(k); 
(ii) the pattern (Ef*i, [,“yi,. . . , 
k*-i* 
[:ik)) does not appear in the sequence 
5 unless (k, i) = (k*, i*). 
It is easily shown that such sequences always exist. Define ‘pi, qp2,. . . by 
1 if 5, = [,k,‘, n = 1,2 ,..., m(k) 
CpkW = a if 5, = t,k,‘, n = 1,2 ,..., m(k) 
0 otherwise. 
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Suppose Cz = la,cp, E U; since ‘(“*’ is periodic with period m(n), 
By construction 
1 ifk=n,i=O 
S,,,(,,,(P,((~~~) = a if k = n, i = 1 
0 ifk#n; 
hence it follows that a,,, a,a E 22“. Since (Y is irrational, a,, = 0. Similarly, 
a, = a2 = . . . = a, = 0. Therefore cpl, (p2,. . . , project to linearly inde- 
pendent vectors in V/U. 
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